1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Scanning laser ophthalmoscopes (SLO's) commonly make use of a narrow incident beam of light that when focused by the optics of the eye is raster scanned to image the retina \[[@r1]\]. To resolve individual cone photoreceptors in the human eye with an SLO a wider incident beam and confocal detection is needed \[[@r2]\] often in combination with wavefront correction that compensate eye and system aberrations \[[@r3]--[@r7]\].

It has been demonstrated that cone photoreceptors can guide light with modes that resemble those of cylindrical dielectric waveguides \[[@r8]\], and indeed waveguiding is central for the interpretation of the directional light-capture efficiency of cones recognized in the Stiles-Crawford effects of visual optics \[[@r9]\]. To ensure that the cones appear as bright as possible in retinal images it is essential that the focused scanning beam is incident along the photoreceptor axes with a minimum of aberrations thereby increasing the light-coupling efficiency \[[@r2],[@r10]--[@r14]\]. Cones appear bright in retinal images predominantly due to backscattering from the elevated refractive index of mitochondria located at the ellipsoid transition from inner- to outer segments \[[@r15],[@r16]\] although temporal and outer-segment changes can also affect their visibility \[[@r17]--[@r19]\]. Cone photoreceptor alignment with respect to the incident illumination has previously been studied with SLO \[[@r2],[@r10]\] and with flood illumination fundus photography \[[@r11]\]. The individual cone photoreceptors can be consistently resolved with an SLO provided that the scanning spot is comparable to or smaller than the cone diameter (and spacing) and that a small confocal pinhole is used to prevent unwanted stray light from masking the imaged cones \[[@r14]\]. Thus, in the waveguide picture of cones, it becomes a task of optimizing the radiative transfer and coupling efficiency of incident radiation to permitted modes of the retina receptors \[[@r9],[@r20]\].

Generally, it remains a challenge to resolve the cones at the fovea centralis with an SLO \[[@r21],[@r22]\] (as well as with Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) \[[@r23],[@r24]\]) owing to the smallness of the foveal receptors and their dense packing arrangement. Flood illumination techniques employing adaptive optics have typically been more successful than scanning techniques to resolve the foveal cone mosaic using incoherent short (few milliseconds) flashes of green light thereby eliminating interference and motion artifacts \[[@r7],[@r25]\]. Few successful SLO designs (using typically red or near-IR light) have obtained comparable resolution to revolve the cone mosaic at or very near the fovea, and indeed only recently have the first high-quality SLO fovea cone-mosaic images been reported \[[@r6],[@r7]\]. To resolve fovea cones, the scanning beam should be focused to a spot diameter in the range of 2.0 to 2.5 μm, and even if accomplished the reflectivity of the fovea cones might be too low to appear clearly in recorded images. For the larger parafovea cones with diameters that exceed 5 μm a suitable spot size is easier to achieve. To reduce the spot size a shorter wavelength (where absorption and scattering as well as comfort and safety may be limiting factors), a larger pupil with increased aberrations, or an annular beam profile that effectively increases the numerical aperture of the eye may be used. In this work the latter approach is explored using a central stop to create an annular beam that decreases the scanning spot size \[[@r26]\] as required for cone imaging at or near the fovea centralis. Annular apertures have been used in confocal microscopy to narrow the central PSF \[[@r27]--[@r29]\] and increase the depth of focus \[[@r30],[@r31]\] of relevance also in two-photon microscopy \[[@r32]\]. High NA objectives need special attention because of the vectorial properties of light \[[@r33]\] whereas a scalar analysis suffices for the eye.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a description of the system layout and the expectations regarding the annular illumination scheme, Section 3 contains experimental results for parafovea regions and the fovea centralis, the results are discussed in Section 4, and in Section 5 we offer our conclusions.

2. Experimental setup and annular-illumination concept {#sec1-2}
======================================================

2.1 Experimental realization {#sec2-1}
----------------------------

A schematic drawing of the system is shown in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Schematic layout of the annular illumination confocal SLO with adaptive optics for wavefront correction of the eye and system. The wavefront is sensed in the backward direction with a dilated unrestricted pupil whereas in the entrance path an annular aperture restricts the profile of the beam incident on the eye to an annulus of 5 mm outer diameter.. A set of annular apertures made with a vapor-deposited aluminum coating on a microscope glass slide is used to create an annular beam that is projected onto the eye pupil. The annuli allow a central beam stop which at the eye equals 1 to 4 mm in steps of 1 mm with the outer beam diameter fixed at 5 mm. An expanded (\~∅10 mm) collimated NIR laser diode (785 nm) is used as source with illumination compensation made for each annulus to maintain a constant incident power at the eye. Images with adjustable viewing angle are collected at 47 fps using a set of galvanometric scanners one of which is a 12 kHz resonant scanner. The SLO has been designed with reflective optics to prevent unwanted system reflections. A Hartmann-Shack (HS) wavefront sensor is used together with a Boston Micromachines 140-actuator deformable mirror and a Badal defocus adjustment to compensate aberrations of the wavefront incident and reflected from the eye fundus. To minimize beam alignment inaccuracies on the deformable mirror a CCD camera is used for improved visualization of the beam path prior to retinal imaging (not shown in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"}). The signal is measured with an avalanche photodiode (APD) in a confocal setup where a pinhole is used to eliminate stray light. It should be noted that the annulus is used only in the incident path to generate the annular beam whereas light reflected by the eye fundus is limited only by the unobstructed size of the eye pupil. To facilitate imaging, the accommodation has been paralyzed and the pupil dilated by administrating 2 drops of 1% tropicamide followed by another drop every 2 hours during image acquisition sessions. A distant green LED is used as fixation target to reduce unwanted eye motion during acquisitions. The study has been approved by the UCD Human Research Ethics Committee and is complying with the Declaration of Helsinki for research involving human subjects.

Ocular wavefront correction for a given retinal position is made with the scanners stopped in their neutral position using the Badal for defocus correction and, following, the deformable mirror in a closed-loop correction (previously calibrated with the same laser). Only when a satisfactory correction has been obtained across the 5 mm pupil (based on the condition that the remnant RMS wavefront error is on the order of λ/4 or less) are the scanners reactivated, the illumination power increased and a motorized flip mirror switched to change the detection light path from the HS sensor to the APD. We expect that the remnant wavefront aberration may be additionally reduced with further system optimization in continuation of this work. In addition to the wavefront, the improved correction is also verified by the subject (when not scanning) and by the improvement in obtainable image quality. The power incident on the eye is 50 μW during the closed-loop wavefront correction with a static beam and 1.0 mW during the imaging in compliance with the ANSI safety standard Z136.1 for small extended sources during a typical video acquisition time of 2 seconds.

2.2 Theoretical expectations with an annular illumination scheme {#sec2-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The annular illumination concept is illustrated in [Fig. 2(a)](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Theoretical analysis of the PSF attainable with annular illumination in terms of (a) PSF focal spot size with and without the central obstruction schematically coupled to the fundamental mode of a central waveguide cone; (b) FW and FWHM for the central Airy disc as a function of the size of the circular beam obstruction for a schematic eye with *f*~eye~ = 22.2 mm and *n*~eye~ = 1.33, *d*~pupil~ = 5 mm outer-beam diameter, and adjustable stop diameter *d*~stop~. For convenience also the equivalent PSF spot diameter 2*w*~r~ for a Gaussian beam has been shown (dashed line); (c) Theoretical power-coupling efficiency, *T*, when the incident PSF is assumed to be Gaussian with a spot size of *w*~r~ and the cone waveguide to which light is coupled is specified by a Gaussian mode with spot size *w*~m~. The mode matching is illustrated for a schematic cone and an incident Gaussian-like PSF. where theoretical diffraction-limited PSF's for a full and an annular 5 mm pupil are shown incident on an array of cone photoreceptors. The coupling to the central cone is illustrated by a quasi-Gaussian mode \[[@r9]\] in the inner segment and partial backscattering by the ellipsoid and the outer segment. This backscattered light allows imaging of the cones and its directionality has formerly been evaluated using OCT allowing a determination of the contributions resulting from both the inner-outer segment junction and the posterior part of the outer segments \[[@r16]\].

The annular illumination gives rise to an increased off-axis intensity ringing but in turn the Airy disc is substantially narrowed and therefore better matched to smaller cones. The full width (FW) of the Airy disc of the PSF can in the paraxial limit be calculated from
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where *α* = 1.220 for an unobstructed pupil, and the numerical aperture of a schematic eye with focal length *f*~eye~ and refractive index *n*~eye~ is *NA* = (*d*~pupil~*n*~eye~)/(2*f*~eye~) where the incident beam diameter is *d*~pupil~. When the centre of the incident beam is blocked across a diameter *d*~stop~ (\<*d*~pupil~) the parameter *α* decreases towards a lower limit *α* → 0.765 or equally 62.7% of the spot size attainable with an unobstructed pupil \[[@r26]\]. Thus, an effective numerical aperture of the eye for an annular beam, *NA*\*, may be expressed in terms of the *NA* of the unobstructed eye as
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When the diameter of the central beam stop is increased, the width of the Airy disc decreases. This is shown in [Fig. 2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"} for the FW and full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) for a 5 mm beam as a function of blockage *d*~stop~/*d*~pupil~ from 0 to 100%. In consequence, a narrow 5 mm annulus is capable of producing a spot size comparable to that of a 5 × 1.59 = 8 mm diffraction-limited full pupil, i.e., 1.9 μm at FWHM (4.0 μm FW) at the 785 nm illumination wavelength. Likewise, an 8 mm annulus has the potential to focus light to a spot size comparable to that of a (fictitious) 13 mm full pupil. The reduction in spot size is, however, accompanied by a drop in the central peak power as well as an increased off-axis intensity ringing that may impact on neighboring photoreceptors. This ringing is filtered in the images by the confocal pinhole, if chosen to match the central Airy disc, and could potentially be reduced using annular Toraldo phase filters \[[@r34]\]. To retain sufficient power in the central spot, we have chosen to restrict the diameter of the obstruction to an 80% maximum of the beam (i.e., an annulus with 4 mm inner and 5 mm outer diameter).

The fraction of axially-incident light power that couples to any given cone, *T*, can be estimated using a Gaussian approximation for both the incident PSF (spot size: *w*~r~) and for the fundamental waveguide mode (spot size: *w*~m~) resulting in the following relation \[[@r9]\]
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where *T* = 1 corresponds to a perfect match, i.e., *w*~r~ = *w*~m~. The case of flood illumination (or a wide incident beam) may also be considered from [Eq. (3)](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"} resulting in *T* = 4(*w*~m~/*w*~r~)^2^. The focal spot diameter (2*w*~r~) for a Gaussian PSF approximation equals approximately 0.7 × FW of the Airy disc expressed in [Eq. (1)](#e1){ref-type="disp-formula"} and is indicated with a dashed line in [Fig. 2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}. The diffraction---limited spot diameter obtainable with different annuli for the 785 nm wavelength is summarized in [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"} Table 1Predicted PSF Gaussian spot diameter 2*w*~r~ with different blockage of a 5 and 8 mm pupil*d*~stop~/*d*~pupil~0%20%40%60%80%→100%2*w*~r~\* (μm)4.314.203.923.573.242.922*w*~r~^†^ (μm)2.702.622.452.242.021.83\*With a 5 mm pupil.  ^†^With an 8 mm pupil.. The exact mode-width diameter 2*w*~m~ of photoreceptor cones is unknown but it is generally slightly larger (typically up to about 30%) than the geometrical cone diameter, *d*~cone~, as determined by the *V*-parameter of the waveguide, i.e., *V* = (π*d*~cone~/λ)*NA*~cone~ (being dependent on the diameter, the numerical aperture of the cone *NA*~cone~, and wavelength) \[[@r9],[@r35]\]. From [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"} can be seen that the ideal match for a cone diameter of only 2 μm would imply an 8 mm pupil with a central blockage in the range of 40 to 80% at the chosen wavelength.

Oblique incidence of light as in the Stiles-Crawford effect \[[@r2],[@r16],[@r35]\] or scanning off-axis a cone waveguide reduces the coupling efficiency (although it may impact on neighboring photoreceptors). This more general case has been considered in Ref \[[@r9]\]. Defocus may also impact the coupling efficiency although the beam may be considered as being in focus for a depth determined by twice the Rayleigh length conveniently written as 2Z~R~ = (π*n*~eye~/2λ)(2*w*~r~)^2^. The depth-of-focus increases additionally for the case of an annular illumination \[[@r30],[@r31]\]. [Equation (3)](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"} implies that if the spot size of the focused beam is either 2 × or 0.5 × that of the perfect match then the predicted power coupling drops by 36%. Likewise, a mismatch of 4 × or 0.25 × corresponds to a drop of 78%. [Equation (3)](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is shown in [Fig. 2(c)](#g002){ref-type="fig"} as a function of the spot-size ratio. Clearly, it is an idealization for "perfect" single-mode cylindrical waveguides but nonetheless it highlights the importance of matching the incident illumination to the size of the cones being imaged for maximized light coupling and photoreceptor contrast from backscattered light. Actually, while only a few modes are allowed \[[@r8]\] axially-incident light would predominantly couple to the fundamental mode \[[@r9]\]. In the case of highly multimode waveguides (presumably the large parafovea cones) optimized coupling becomes an issue of restricting the incident illumination to the acceptance angle (and thus *NA*) of the cones. Adaptive optics has already proven its effectiveness when imaging parafovea cones with an SLO \[[@r3]--[@r6],[@r21],[@r22]\] but it is likely that the mode-matching concept may be utilized to optimize imaging of fovea cones where adaptive optics may not fully suffice at infrared wavelengths (dependent on the beam diameter). Increasing the *NA* by making use of an even wider incident beam could be an option, and indeed successful fovea imaging has been realized with such optimized systems \[[@r6],[@r7]\], but it could increase the demands for stroke of the deformable mirror. The increase of the effective *NA*\* as indicated by [Eq. (2)](#e2){ref-type="disp-formula"} appears to be an attractive option to tune even the best adaptive optics scanning retinal imaging systems towards an improved performance in terms of resolution and photoreceptor contrast.

[Figure 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Experimental verification of the PSF recorded in the actual system using a 5 mm beam without and with wavefront correction and with the use of annular illumination of increasing central blockage from 1 to 4 mm. A 6 × magnification telescope together with an *f* 25 mm achromatic lens and a CCD (pixel size 4.7 μm) was inserted in place of the eye to record the experimental PSF. The most significant improvement was obtained with the adaptive optics correction of predominantly system astigmatism (uncorrected RMS wavefront error was \~0.58 μm) but the Airy disc narrowed further with the increase of the effective *NA*\*. Note the different scale of the PSF images prior to and after wavefront correction. shows an experimental verification of the magnified PSF recorded in the actual SLO using annular apertures of fixed 5 mm outer diameter with the set of central beam stops ranging from 1 to 4 mm in the plane of the eye pupil. In the case of a diffraction-limited schematic eye this corresponds to *NA*\* = 1.00 × *NA* (no annulus), *NA*\* = 1.05 × *NA* (annulus 1), *NA*\* = 1.15 × *NA* (annulus 2), *NA*\* = 1.28 × *NA* (annulus 3), and up to *NA*\* = 1.43 × *NA* (annulus 4). The decrease of the Airy disc once the central beam stop is increased is apparent although despite of the adaptive optics wavefront correction the resulting PSF remains slightly worse than diffraction limited (the remnant RMS wavefront error was \~0.08 μm across the 5 mm pupil). For annulus 4 the Airy disc is about 4 pixels wide on the CCD that with the 6 × magnification telescope used corresponds to approximately 2.1 μm if accomplished in the eye.

3. Experimental results {#sec1-3}
=======================

The parafovea and fovea regions for the right eye of subject BV (41 years; normal vision) have been examined with the annular illumination scheme and results obtained are shown in this section. In each case the illumination was adjusted to compensate for the shadowing caused by the beam blockage to keep a constant incident power on the eye. Images and videos represent unprocessed raw data with the exception of having corrected frames for the harmonic motion of the horizontal resonant scanner and brightness adjusted to compensate for the power reduction in the Airy disc with increased central beam blockage (assuming a diffraction-limited correction that although not obtained would be the ideal aim).

A confocal 75 μm pinhole (corresponding to 6 μm if projected onto the retina and thus comparable to the individual parafovea cone diameter) was used for the recordings. This pinhole size does not suffice to resolve reliably the individual foveal cones but it does effectively mask the interference ringing from annulus 1 and 2 while not entirely for annulus 3 and 4 as can be seen from [Fig. 2(b)](#g002){ref-type="fig"}. In the absence of the annulus the Airy disc contains 84% of the total power (as compared to only 7% in the first interference ring). However, for annulus 4 only 17% of the total power is retained in the Airy disc while 33% of the power is contained in the first interference ring that does, however, spread over a larger area (see [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"}). To benefit fully from the resolution enhancement offered by annulus 3 and 4 a smaller confocal pinhole would be required. No noise reduction or de-convolution techniques have been used on the individual image frames. In each video a fixed reference point has been selected and frames have been cross-correlated to reduce unwanted motion in the playback \[[@r36]\]. All videos have been shortened to typically 0.5 seconds so as to limit degradation caused by ocular saccades that may require implementation of fast eye tracking for improved video visualization \[[@r5]\].

3.1 Superior parafovea retina at 10 degrees {#sec2-3}
-------------------------------------------

Video sequences adjusted for maximum photoreceptor visibility have been recorded for the superior parafovea retina at 10° viewing angle results of which are shown in [Fig. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Superior parafovea retina at 10° viewing angle. Image size is 230 μm × 280 μm. Upper row shows images recorded without wavefront correction (only Badal defocus correction) without an annulus (Media 1), with annulus 1 (Media 2), and with annulus 2 (Media 3). The lower row shows images recorded after wavefront correction with the deformable mirror without an annulus (Media 4), with annulus 1 (Media 5), and with annulus 2 (Media 6). Average image brightness is 75/255, 51/255, and 73/255 without and 67/255, 60/255, and 70/255 with wavefront correction.. Despite of having the same power entering the eye, the visibility of cones drops significantly for the annular beam as expected on account of the reduced power-coupling efficiency predicted by [Eq. (3)](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"} in the limit of *w*~r~ \<\< *w*~m~ although derived for single-mode waveguides. I.e., less light is contained within the acceptance angle of the (presumably multimode) cones. As a consequence, larger cones are washed out from the images once the scanning light spot from the annular beam is focused tightly. It is tempting to apply this approach to reduce the brightness of large cones whereby smaller features including rods may become easier to identify \[[@r37]\] provided that their reflectivity is large enough for visualization above the background noise. However, since the average pixel size in [Fig. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} is about 0.5 μm it remains highly challenging to identify structures as small as the individual rods at this scale. A reduced size of the structures is apparent once the annulus is used but this may also be a consequence of the convolution with the smaller incident PSF during scanning.

The influence of mode match may also be appreciated by the fact that the uncorrected beam (with the wider PSF) appears better coupled to the cones whereas the wavefront correction actually reduces the contrast and quality of the recorded images when no annulus is used. An impact of defocus cannot entirely be excluded although for the wavefront-corrected unobstructed beam the predicted depth of focus (2Z~R~) is approximately 50 μm and thus comparable to the inner segment length. With the annular beam created by a central stop only obliquely incident light contributes at focus (with the depth-of-focus slightly increased) and rays beyond the cone acceptance angle (*NA*~cone~) will couple less. As can be seen for annulus 1 in [Fig. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"}, the cone visibility improves slightly with correction. It is likely that this improvement stems from the correction of the wavefront so that more rays are incident within the acceptance angle of the cones with a reduced inclination of the incident wavefront \[[@r12]\]. That only few cones are identifiable with annulus 2 suggests that most of the incident light is contained outside of their acceptance angle which may be estimated to be on the order of \~3° (*NA*~cone~ ≈0.06). Finally, some flickering of the cones may be appreciated in the videos that may be a consequence of interferences or reflective changes as well as changes in the coupling efficiency between the incident light and the cones for each raster scan \[[@r14]\].

3.2 Superior parafovea retina at 5 degrees {#sec2-4}
------------------------------------------

An example of imaging slightly smaller but more densely packed cones is shown in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Superior parafovea retina at 5° viewing angle. Image size is 230 μm × 280 μm. Image videos have been recorded as follows: without an annulus and without deformable mirror wavefront correction (Media 7), without an annulus but with deformable mirror wavefront correction (Media 8), with annulus 1 (Media 9), with annulus 2 (Media 10), with annulus 3 (Media 11), and with annulus 4 (Media 12). Average image brightness is 49/255, 63/255, 69/255, 73/255, 85/255, and 101/255 respectively. and associated videos for the superior parafovea retina at 5° viewing angle. Here, the wavefront-corrected beam couples better to cones than the uncorrected beam suggesting a better match of the spot size (see [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"}) to the cone waveguide modes. The small 1 mm obstruction improves the apparent image quality whereas a larger central obstruction reduces the coupling and the visibility of the cones. Increased central stoppage reduces the coupling of light to the cones and the vessels become brighter with the 2 and 3 mm annuli whereas for annulus 4 the image approaches the noise level.

3.3 Temporal parafovea retina at 2 degrees {#sec2-5}
------------------------------------------

An example of imaging yet smaller cones is shown in [Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Temporal parafovea retina at 2° viewing angle. Image size is 230 μm × 280 μm. Image videos have been recorded as follows: With wavefront correction and without annulus (Media 13), with annulus 1 (Media 14), with annulus 2 (Media 15), and with annulus 3 (Media 16). Average image brightness is 75/255, 80/255, 106/255, and 89/255 respectively. and associated videos obtained for the temporal parafovea retina at 2°. Cones are smaller and appear bright only in a region of the images possibly because of a gradient in cone density and size (the fovea is located beyond the left margin of the images). The best visibility is obtained with annulus 2 as best appreciated from the videos and indicating that the scanning spot size is better matched to the imaged cones in fair agreement with the expectations based on [Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"}. It is important to note that the chosen pinhole size may limit the actual image resolution attainable but not the overall visibility or image brightness as determined by the coupling strength.

3.4 Fovea centralis {#sec2-6}
-------------------

The main interest but also challenge for the proposed annular illumination scheme is to access and image the foveal region. The 5 mm outer beam diameter is obviously a limit of the constructed system but conceptually the same technique may be applied to other scanning retinal imaging instrumentation where an even larger entrance pupil is being successfully used \[[@r5]--[@r7]\]. [Figure 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Small-area fovea-centralis imaging all obtained with wavefront correction. Image size is 230 μm × 280 μm. Videos have been recorded as follows: Without an annulus (Media 17), with annulus 1 (Media 18), with annulus 2 (Media 19), and with annulus 3 (Media 20). Average image brightness is 94/255, 87/255, 101/255 and 117/255 respectively. Selected magnified regions are shown below the images from which the reduced spot size with annular apertures may be appreciated. (and associated videos) shows images recorded at the fovea centralis by means of the aforementioned 75 μm pinhole and may therefore not fully resolve the individual foveal cones. Indeed, the pinhole size matters directly since the images (like other confocal techniques) ultimately suffer from a convolution with the projected pinhole image \[[@r14]\]. Imaging with a smaller 50 μm pinhole (equal to 4.1 μm if projected onto the retina) has also been carried out but had lower signal and is not shown here. Absorption by the macular pigment can be ruled out at the wavelength used although melanin could play a minor role \[[@r38]\]. The highlighted yellow squares are zoomed-in regions to better visualize the reduction in the PSF (similar to [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"}) that is apparent despite of not having resolved reliably the individual foveal cones. Some bright dots tend to appear repeatedly in the fovea region that may be highly reflective cones (although not fully resolved) convolved with the projected pinhole. Similar bright dots have been reported by others for the fovea region in cases of waning resolution \[[@r6]\]. Similar to [Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}, the best brightness appears to be for annulus 2 (or possibly 3) suggesting an increased coupling. The resolution is not easily judged; however, as the overlapping cones within the area of the pinhole as well as the diffracted light outside of the Airy disc hampers the attempt at resolving the individual cones. The cones become distinguishable towards the edges of the recorded images.

4. Discussion {#sec1-4}
=============

Large parafovea cones have been resolved using wavefront-corrected SLO imaging where an annulus has been found to reduce the contrast as a result of a reduced light coupling within the acceptance angle of the cones. With the annulus a smaller spot size of the scanning beam has been obtained and this has proven useful to image cones at 2 degrees from the fovea for a 5 mm incident beam. At the fovea centralis some improvement has been obtained but the potential of the smaller spot size has still not been fully exploited. To summarize the observed contrast improvements with an annulus the average image brightness has been plotted in [Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Normalized averaged image brightness, \<signal\>/255, for different cases considered as a function of beam blockage *d*~stop~/*d*~pupil~. for the different cases. The problem of noise for narrow annuli becomes apparent and is a consequence of the resulting power reduction in the reduced Airy disc.

A complication for the realization of the annular illumination has been found to be the influence of remnant aberrations across the pupil plane that may challenge its operation and the related size-reduction of the PSF also if applied with even larger entrance pupils. To estimate its impact, simulations with typical remnant aberrations (as determined by the Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor in the SLO) have been carried out with the results shown in [Fig. 9](#g009){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 9Numerical estimate of the PSF with remnant aberrations as recorded by the Hartmann-Shack wavefront sensor (left) for the subject's eye in the SLO setup. The corresponding PSF's have been analyzed in the absence of the annulus and with the 1 to 4 mm central beam stop. The results have been obtained without (top) and with (bottom) wavefront correction. The calculated Strehl intensity ratios are also shown for each PSF. The wavefront has been measured, corrected, and analyzed including up to 4th-order Zernike polynomials.. The corrected wavefront corresponds to a remnant RMS aberration of approximately λ/4. This is still somewhat large but a consequence of fluctuations in the closed-loop wavefront correction used immediately before the image acquisition. The PSF and Strehl ratio obtained for a 3 and 4 mm inner-diameter annulus show clearly why their full potential does not appear clearly in the recorded images.

Numerical estimates when down-scaling the aberration shown in [Fig. 9](#g009){ref-type="fig"} confirm that an RMS of less than λ/10 is needed to obtain Strehl intensity ratios on the order of 0.80 or higher as required for a more satisfactory (close to diffraction-limited) correction. We obtained this level of correction with an artificial eye ([Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"}) but not for the eye of the subject studied.

Aberrations or indeed positioning inaccuracies of the central obstruction, as well as the limited stroke and accuracy of the deformable mirror used, may complicate the general applicability of the annular illumination approach for spot size reduction with an SLO. A mirror with a larger stroke in combination with the actual deformable mirror may be used to reduce the amount of remnant aberrations into a range where the full potential of the annular illumination can be utilized. Indeed, Strehl ratios above 0.8 have been reported in the literature with the use of broadband illumination \[[@r39]\]. The quality of wavefront correction obtained in this study is not uncommon \[[@r4]\] in particular when considering that the potential of adaptive optics has not been fully exploited in closed-loop correction during image acquisition with our system.

5. Conclusions {#sec1-5}
==============

The use of an annular incident beam has been shown to reduce the probing light spot of the SLO beyond the limit of the unobstructed pupil size as directly confirmed with an artificial eye. This has been used for photoreceptor imaging both for the parafovea and fovea regions and connected to photoreceptor waveguide light coupling. A further optimization of the approach and, in particular, a reduction of the remnant aberrations is expected to lead to better resolving power with promise for imaging of individual cones at the fovea centralis. Focal control of light in terms of both amplitude and phase as suggested in this work and in a previous theoretical work \[[@r12]\] may possibly prove of interest for single-cone visual activation \[[@r36],[@r40]\] or retina micro-surgery. The implemented central obstruction leads to an unwanted loss of light power and therefore other beam-shaping techniques including holograms or axicons may preferably be used to generate the annular illumination. Concurrent work on a retinal simulator \[[@r41]\] can be used to test related concepts, and may lead to new steps of relevance in relation to retinal implants for patients with reduced vision or blindness \[[@r42]\]. Indeed, a reduced impact of intraocular scattering is perchance the most important visual benefit of photoreceptor waveguiding.
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